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number

04 sleeping bag

05 outdoor chair

06 camping table

07 kitchen set

Product name

Vehicle delivery

(within Tokyo)

1,000 yen

A set with all the tools you need for cooking. As per the picture,

「Electric water heater」「Knife」「Plastic cutting board」

「spoon」「fork」「Scissors」「Small pot」

is set.

2,000 yen

Payment

for usage

A thin, washable sleeping bag. Cleaning is done for each rental

to keep it in a clean state.

The charge is for each use regardless of the number of days of

use.

1 piece

1,000 yen

Here is a list of options that can be added to your camper rental.

Some items on this list are limited in quantity, so we may not be able to meet your request at the time of use.

foldable outdoor chair
1 piece

1,000 yen

explanation

This service allows you to deliver and return your vehicle to a

designated location in Tokyo. If you are in Tokyo, you can also

specify the hotel where you are staying or Haneda Airport.

The delivery time can be adjusted depending on the situation.

5,000 yen

no image

You can pick up and return the vehicle at Narita Airport.

Delivery can be adjusted to the timing when immigration

procedures are completed at Narita.

10,000 yen

image

no image

Price

(tax included)

01

02
Vehicle delivery

(Narita Airport)

*Note* The photo of the rental item is an image, and the actual item that will be provided will be the same item.

Thank you in advance for your understanding.

Foldable outdoor aluminum table.

It is a card that can be used cashless on expressways in Japan.

Please pay for the amount you used when you return the

vehicle. Payment will be in Japanese Yen cash only.

03 ETC card rental

Japanese bonfire. You can enjoy cooking using firewood at

campsites.
5,000 yen08 open fire stand
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